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MESSAGE
From The Chair

If I could play a movie back of all that has
gone on in 2015, I am quite sure it would
be a smash hit for MNC and for the
melanoma community as well – in terms
of advancements in therapy and an
increase in our support for patients and
their families. This is not to say we haven’t
had our challenges and lows, but
thankfully they are accompanied by many
successes for us all. I am looking at all we
have on our plate for 2016 and know, that
together, we can continue to make a
diﬀerence in the lives of patients and
families across the country – yes, even in
PEI!
Strides for Melanoma 2015
We wrapped up our national walk ‘Strides
for Melanoma’ in September and October
in Montreal. It was a great success again
this year, thanks to the eﬀorts of so many.
A special thanks goes out to our walk
coordinators and the hundreds of
volunteers that helped our small staﬀ
create a very special and meaningful day.
We are incredibly grateful to our national
sponsor – Miracle 10 Skincare and
Dr. Lista of the Plastic Surgery Clinic –
Mississauga and Toronto, for helping
support our cause, and as well, local
sponsors Meridian Credit Union and
Merck Canada. We had a wonderful day
and funds raised will help keep the lights
on and our programs running!
Drug Approvals and Timely Access to
Surgery
We are pleased to have received a positive
recommendation from the Pan Canadian
Drug Oncology Review (pCODR) of the
new anti-pd1 drug - Pembrolizumab

(Keytruda), as a ﬁrst line treatment for
metastatic melanoma. This therapy will
have a profound improvement in quality
of life and survival for melanoma patients.
It is also available ﬁrst line – which means
that we no longer have to be subjected to
a chemotherapy that was vastly ineﬀective
and delayed access to potentially eﬀective
treatment in a timely manner while the
patient still has a chance to respond. We
are also expecting a positive recommendation from pCODR for Nivolumab
(Opdivo) any time now, and hope that it
will be covered in provinces Canada-wide,
without delay.
2016 Board & Strategic Plan
We are starting 2016 with a challenging
three-year strategic plan to take us to the
end of 2018, supported by our Board of
Directors. We are so proud to have so
much talent and dedication on our Board
and with our staﬀ to continue our mission
and to grow the organization and our
programs.
Returning Board members for 2016 are:
Annette Cyr – Chair & Founder
Jonathan Harty (Treasurer and Chair
of Audit/Finance) – RBC
Cheryl Robinson – KPMG
Margo Kennedy – Princess Margaret
Cancer Centre (PMCC)
Dr. David Goldstein – PMCC
Marcel Weider –Aurora Strategy Group
New members are:
Dr. Elaine McWhirter - Juravinski Cancer
Centre
Stephanie Frisina – Fuse Health
Alexa Cain – Miracle 10
Steven Lewis – Cancer Care Ontario
Corey Norman – Companybe
George Small
Simon Kent – PWC
I would also like to thank outgoing
members. Rob Trewartha, Chief of Staﬀ,
City of Mississauga and Dr. Anthony
Joshua and Dr. Danny Ghazarian of PMCC

for their dedicated and heartfelt service on
our Board. Rob has an extremely
demanding schedule and is also expecting
twins shortly to add to his family. We are
so thrilled for him. And Dr. Joshua. Our
organization would not exist without his
encouragement and all the great support
he gave us over the years. He and his
family are returning back to Australia to
continue his work and research there. I
will miss him, not only as my oncologist,
but a dear and loyal friend. Also, Dr.
Danny Ghazarian –he continues to do so
much for patients and is a world
renowned pathologist that brought so
much energy and knowledge to our work.
There are big shoes to ﬁll, but we will do
our best!
Ban the Tan in Saskatchewan!
Hats oﬀ to the Government of Saskatchewan for implementing regulations to
prohibit use of indoor tanning beds by
youth under 18. The law will take eﬀect
November 1, 2015. This is a positive step
towards educating the population about
the risks of radiation from these known
cancer-causing machines. We need to be
careful outdoors as well. No tan is a safe
tan, and Saskatchewan gets more hours
per year of sunshine than anywhere else
in Canada! Cover-up and sunscreen is
needed all year to protect skin and eyes.
On behalf of MNC and the Board of
Directors and staﬀ, I would like to wish all
of you a Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays
and a safe and healthy 2016. We hope to
connect with you soon!

Annette Cyr, Chair of
Board & Founder
Melanoma Network
of Canada.

Coping & Living Well with Cancer
Jesse McElheran, MEd, R. Psych (Provisional)
Cross Cancer Institute

There are many challenges that come with a cancer diagnosis and throughout
treatment. Fatigue, depression, anxiety, and intense emotions are common and
for some can be quite overwhelming. Life after a cancer diagnosis is ﬁlled with
many changes. There can be changes in roles, such as the caregiver now needing
someone to care for him or her or the workaholic now being oﬀ work and uncertain
what to do. Little losses like, changes in mobility, income level, or routine can disrupt a
once calm world.
How does one cope with all this? Coping is never just one thing. Instead, it is an on-going process that can change
and evolve over time. What worked in the beginning may no longer be helpful. Each person will cope in his/her
own unique way. What works for one may not work for another. Many people in your life will likely have advice
and ideas on how to cope. Try to remember that there is no right way to cope with a life-threatening illness. You
need to ﬁnd what works for you!

COPING CAN BE:
• Sharing thoughts and feelings with someone you trust
• Problem solving – what can I do right now about my
situation given what I know?
• Distraction –need time away from thinking about diﬃculties

•
•
•
•

Humour – ﬁnding things that make you laugh
Getting more information
Relaxation strategies
Medication

Living well need not be put on hold with a cancer diagnosis, throughout treatment, or into survivorship. Living
well is something we can do every day in many small ways. Below are some activities that can help foster a sense
of well-being.

1. Savoring – This involves slowing down, tuning in, and paying attention to what you feel or experience.
• Pay attention to all ﬁve senses. What do I see, hear, smell, taste, and feel?
• Savouring can be done with daily activities like having a cup of coﬀee or enjoying a piece of chocolate.
• This activity can also be done to slow down an activity that you typically rush through like doing the
dishes or going grocery shopping. For example, you could try taking extra time in the shower. Notice
how the water feels on your skin or the scent of the shampoo.
• This activity is designed to help you slow down and fully experience the present moment.

2. Gratitude Notebook – Living in a space of gratitude is one of the best things you can do to foster a
sense of well-being in your life.

• Take time each day write down three good things that happened during the day. These can be and
often are little things. Watching a beautiful sunrise. Your favourite song playing in the car when you get in.
A friend calling to say hello.
• Reviewing these little moments of happiness when having a bad day can help give a much needed boost.

3. Relationship building – As humans we all need connection and support. Relationships can be a lot of
work which can be especially challenging when facing a major illness. Remember to invest in the
relationships that matter.
• Make time for the people who matter most. Turn oﬀ distractions like T.V. or cell phones, and focus on
spending time with each other.
• Express your admiration, appreciation, and aﬀection.
• Use active constructive responding (ex., show interest and enthusiasm in what the other person is
talking about).

How do you cope? What are your tried and true methods or activities that help you in times of stress?
Share your thoughts on our patient discussion forum. www.melanomanetwork.ca/forums/

A Tribute to

Sean Jackson
May 27th. 2016

Sadly, we said goodbye to one of melanoma’s biggest advocates. Sean Jackson, a MNC board member from 2011 – 2013,
passed away on September 22nd at 59 years of age of metastatic melanoma.
Sean was diagnosed in 2007 and continued to support patients by being a ﬁrst to undergo many new clinical trials in the
ﬁght against the disease.
Sean was the founding oﬃcer of the Meridian Credit Union. Many Meridian employees walked in Sean’s memory at the Toronto
Strides for Melanoma Walk for Awareness this year, as well as Meridian being the local walk sponsor.
Our heartfelt condolences to his wife Jo-Anne and his daughter Kailene. As a tribute to Sean, MNC will be naming the
2016 golf tournament in his honour.
SAVE THE DATE, MAY 27TH. The Sean Jackson Memorial ‘Tee Oﬀ for Melanoma Awareness’ golf tournament will be on
Friday, May 27th at the Lionhead Golf and Country Club, Brampton. Please join us for a round of golf, lunch, and
fabulous silent and live auctions.

At this

ciaofl year
Spetime

We enjoy spending time
with family and friends,
and we often stop to give
thanks and to reﬂect upon
special moments. On our
recent trip to Calgary, we had the opportunity to meet
many patients and families, anxious to share their stories
and experiences with melanoma. One patient shared his
story of being resistant to various treatments, but with
great medical care, persistence, and support, also shared
his story’s happy ending. We immediately thought of
another young patient whose mother had been in contact
with us. Her son was recently diagnosed. As you can
imagine, she was anxious and upset – and at the same

Giving Tuesday. December 1st
marks the start of the giving season.
Donate to MNC via
www.melanomanetwork.ca
/givingtuesday
Matching Gifts - Online donations
made through GivingTuesday.ca
and paid using Interac Online,
will be matched by Interac
up to $25 per donation.
Visit our website for
more information:
www.melanomanetwork.ca
/givingtuesday

time so very apologetic. We connected the two together,
and before long received a note from the mother:
“Thank you so much for referring our new friend. Our visit
together was delightful and inspiring. It truly made our
day. Both patients have so much in common, share
common interests – boating, cross country motorcycles
and snowmobiling. Thank you from the bottom of our
hearts for your care and concern.”
It is a privilege to be part of a network of volunteers, staﬀ
and donors who care so much about each other. Best
wishes for a happy and healthy holiday season, one ﬁlled
with hope and joy.

Carol Anne

Monthly gifts – Consider donating
a regular monthly amount, $10,
$20... It all adds up.

WAYStoGIVE
We appreciate the generosity of
our donors who ensure we
continue to provide patient
support, outreach programs and
services, and prevention initiatives across Canada. Consider
making your gift or renewing your
support today.

Donate directly any time of the
year via melanomanetwork.ca,
mail, or by calling us at
1-877-560-8035
And don’t forget the
Government of Canada’s Super
Tax Credit . First time individual
charitable donors receive an
additional tax credit!
Charitable Registration
# 854913050 RR0001

PATIENT
SPOTLIGHT

MELANOMA
& My Journey
By Cam Lane

It was August 2007, I had just come home from work and
was happily sitting down and enjoying a meal with my wife
Dayna. “So I got your test results back from that scab on
the back of your leg - its melanoma,” my wife announced,
who happened to be ﬁnishing her medical residency as an
Anesthesiologist. “Melanoma? What is that?” I said with a
bit of a chuckle. “It’s skin cancer… not good! You’ll need
surgery.” replied Dayna. I remember being absolutely
shocked when I heard the word cancer. What do you mean
cancer, I’m just 35! I remember fearfully and instantly
thinking, will I need chemo? What will happen to me?

This was the start of my melanoma
journey; one that started in August
2007 and continues today. But
thankfully the journey continues.
This December I will turn 43 years old
and for the past 8 years I’ve had
many ups and downs with melanoma, however I can honestly say that I
am a stronger and better person for
the journey. I have learned so much
about myself and what matters most
to me.
In September 2007 I had two surgeries, a lymph node biopsy in my right
groin and a skin graft on the back of
my right leg. Thankfully my lymph
nodes were clear and I merrily continued down life’s path, however the
fear of recurrence was always in the
back of my mind. Within a month of
my diagnosis my father was diagnosed with melanoma on his back
and this made me think there could
be a genetic link to my skin cancer.
So for four and half years I had
regular check-in appointments with
my dermatologist due to my high risk
of melanoma recurrence. Each time I
met with the dermatologist they
would quote me the risks and stats of
recurrence which I tended to ignore
because 1) it scared the daylights out
of me and 2) I was absolutely
convinced that I was done with this
melanoma thing --- after all I was still

a young, healthy man; I felt good and
nothing bad really ever happens to
me!
On April 17, 2012 I had a one of my
regular appointments with my
dermatologist, however this time I
was concerned about a small
pea-sized lump that had formed
under my skin at the margin of my
skin graft on the back of my leg. I
remember as the dermatologist and
his resident excised the small lump,
the dermatologist remarked to his
resident, “See that? That is cancer.”
My heart instantly sank. I was devastated.
Instantly I was hooked up with the
best melanoma surgeon in the city -

Just prior to my full lymph node
clean out surgery on May 31,
2012… staying positive!!!

the same surgeon that did my lymph
node biopsy back in 2007. However,
this time my nodes were positive not a good diagnosis. I was required
to have a further and very long
surgery to remove all the lymph
nodes in my right groin.
Once I had recovered from the
surgeries I was oﬀered Interferon.
One of my worst fears. For me the
only thing worse than the stats on the
success of Interferon was the side
eﬀects of the treatment, however
what else could it do? In the end I
decided not to take the Interferon
and opted for a naturopathic treatment of high-dose vitamin C and an
alkaline diet, and regular exercise.
Although, not recognized as a legitimate form of treatment by western
medicine, it did give me hope as it
was something I could do and I felt
good about it.
For the next year and a half I felt
good. But during this time I kept
getting lump recurrences in my right
leg. With my good surgeon on speed
dial I was fortunate to get each
recurring lump quickly excised and
each time getting a PETSCAN to
determine if there was any spread.
Thankfully no spread! Although I felt
like my life was a roller coaster ride of
ups (clear scans) and downs (recurrences) I remained quite content. I

was still able to work, I had great friends and family, I was still living life
the way I wanted. I felt blessed for each and every day.
On November 28, 2013 I received a call from my surgeon at work. I had
four cancerous lumps in my lungs. “OMG I am a ticking time-bomb!” I
thought. So what do you do when you ﬁnd out that you have stage IV
skin cancer? You go to Vegas! Honestly, I would recommend this to
anyone who gets such a diagnosis.
On December 30, 2013 I started treatment on a randomized blind study
of nivolumab monotherapy. Although I still don’t know what treatment
I received (they suspect nivolumab combined with ipilimumab), I immediately had a strong reaction. Within a week of my ﬁrst treatment I got
a number of small blisters on my right leg - a good reaction – and one
that my surgeon and oncologist believe is a result of the immunotherapy treatment targeting micro cancer spots throughout my leg. I had a
few minor side eﬀects of sore muscles and itchiness, but on July 14,
2014 I received the best call ever from my oncologist indicating that I
had a complete and full response to the treatment. All the cancerous
lumps in my lungs had completely disappeared! BEST DAY EVER!!!!
Almost a year and a half later I am still clear as a bell. I
continue the trial treatment and have CT SCANs every
12 weeks. I am blessed!
What have I learned through this journey?
• I am not invincible --- as a young 35 year old man I
could not accept that cancer could ever aﬀect me. I was
very naïve but have awakened to this harsh reality.
• Early detection and rapid response --- I believe there
are two people that are responsible for me still being
alive today. Dayna Leighton, who back in 2007 knew
that I had skin cancer on my leg and took the initiative
to get it diagnosed and into follow-up surgery and
scans, and Dave Olson, my amazing surgeon and great
friend who so vigilantly and skillfully performed multiple
excisions, surgeries and, with the oncology team at the
Cross Cancer Institute in Edmonton, set me up on a
world-leading immunotherapy trial.
• Stress is a killer --- you need to do whatever you can
to reduce stress. Life can be stressful, and getting
diagnosed with cancer is very stressful. If you don’t deal
with this stress, I believe it compounds your risks for
spread. For me exercise is an absolute must; I cannot

function in a positive mental state unless I am active on a
regular and sustained basis.
• Develop a support system for yourself and those
closest to you --- you need friends and family to support
you through your cancer journey. And I believe the
support must be provided in a positive, hope ﬁlled environment. I have also learned that those closest to you
need support as well; don’t under-estimate the impact a
cancer diagnosis has on those that love you… they need
support as well!
• Make a plan for your new normal. So you have cancer,
what are you going to do about it? Don’t just leave it in
the hands of doctors; make a plan of how you are going
to live with this new reality of cancer. No one knows you
more than you, so make a plan and seize the day. The
worst thing you can do is feel sorry for yourself. My
journey has taught me about who I am and what is most
important to me. I now live my life more deliberately
focused on my passions and the people that mean the
most to me.

Patient Proﬁle – Updates

Caroline Cooper

In each issue we proﬁle a patient’s journey with melanoma, from the patient’s
perspective. Each story is unique and ﬁlled with its own challenges and we
continue to hear how much their stories speak to the MNC community.
In our last issue we proﬁled Caroline Cooper, a 29 year old woman diagnosed
with late stage, non-resectable melanoma. Caroline’s story touched many of
us, and we’re happy to report that in September, Caroline received a clear CT
scan with no evidence of the disease!
We love to hear patient stories and updates – please keep us in the loop!

Over the past year, we have been ﬁne-tuning our updated Within Reach peer to peer support program and we know
the time spent was well worth it. Within Reach will be an innovative and engaging method to provide much needed
support for melanoma patients across Canada.
If you’re not familiar with Within Reach, this is a program that matches up patients with a peer volunteer who has
been trained to oﬀer a caring ear, emotional support and resources; words from someone who has shared a similar
melanoma experience or journey.
What’s unique is the training module we have developed for our peer volunteers. The short online course explains
how sharing your own experience can help others, demonstrates how to be an eﬀective communicator, lists ways to
deal with challenging situations, and helps locate information and resources for sharing.
There is a great need for a program such as this in Canada, as the requests and calls for support continue to go up
every year. By training peers in oﬀering support, we can respond to patients and their caregivers.
If you’re interested in becoming a peer volunteer, please contact us and we’ll be happy to provide further
information.
Maureen Grice mgrice@melanomanetwork.ca / 905-901-5121 ext. 103 / 1-877-560-8035

WOW! Over 100,000 campers were sun safe this summer
The Sun Aware Camp Certiﬁcation Program rolled out across Ontario
this past summer with 92 camps enrolled and over 100,000 campers.
The program is designed to protect children and teens from skin cancer
by supporting camp owners and directors to implement best practices
in sun safety. The program is free for participating camps, and we hope
to extend this program across Canada.
Weekly prizes were given to campers sending us their best sun safe pics on Instagram and at the end of the
Season, sun certiﬁed camps were invited to enter the Screen D’or for the chance to win a custom Hypar Shade
System fully installed (valued at $22,000!).
We are proud to announce that the City of Greater Sudbury has won the grand Screen D’or prize! Their summer
day camps incorporated sun safety into all their programs with over 2,000 campers plus counsellors
and staﬀ. Visit www.screenme.ca/hypar-shade-system-contest-winner to see the camp’s winning entry.

Well Done

City of Greater
Sudbury!
thanks

Our
to Shade Sails Canada for
donating this fantastic shade canopy and to
The Douglas Wright Foundation for their
generous ﬁnancial support.

STRIDES for MELANOMA

Local Sponsor
National Sponsor

Walk for Awareness

Thanks to you, your families, your
friends and employers, the 4th annual
Strides for Melanoma Walk for Awareness
was an even bigger success this year.
We’re proud to report that MNC’s fundraising walk raised over $170,000.

happen without an army of volunteers.
In fact, each walk across the country is
coordinated by a lead volunteer who
gives countless hours of their time to
make the walk successful. We are truly
grateful to each and every one of you.

The Strides for Awareness Walk has grown
over the years and is now a truly national,
coast to coast event. This year, we added
two new locations – Kamloops, BC and
London, ON – while continuing walks in
Edmonton, Calgary, Winnipeg, Toronto,
Mississauga, Montreal, Ottawa, Dartmouth,
Yarmouth and Summerside.

Our hope is to continue to make even
bigger and better Strides next year, as the
funds raised are crucial to continuing our
support services, and education and
advocacy initiatives. If your city or town
doesn’t currently have a Strides walk,
please consider starting one; it truly does
make a diﬀerence.

This year we also welcomed a national
sponsor, Miracle 10 Skincare, who not only
provided sunscreen for the ﬁrst 500
walkers registered, but are also generously
donating 5% of the retail sales of their
sunscreen to MNC.
www.miracle10.com/protect.cfm.
Special thanks also goes to local sponsors,
Meridian Credit Union (Toronto) and Merck
(Montreal). Your support is invaluable to
MNC’s mission of melanoma awareness
and prevention.
Our signature fundraising event could not

A heartfelt thank you to
our 2015 Walk
Coordinators:
Chris Brochu and Leslie Brochu
- Kamloops, BC
Brooke Dolan
- Edmonton, AB
Patty Scarr – Calgary, AB
Shauna Derksen
- Winnipeg, MB
Stephanie Frisina and Margo
Kennedy - Toronto, ON
Suzanne Lynch
- Mississauga, ON
Stan Czebruk
- Montreal, QC
Laura Davidson
- Ottawa, ON
Carol Mason
- Kingston, ON

Save the date: Strides for Melanoma Walk for Awareness 2016 – Sunday, September 25

Seana Blanchard
- Dartmouth, NS

And our top Strides Fundraiser is….

Mandi Nickerson
- Yarmouth, NS

Congratulations to Chris Brochu, from Kamloops, BC for being the top fundraiser
for Strides for Awareness 2015!
Not only did Chris raise $9,725.00, he initiated Kamloops as a new Strides location
and was the lead coordinator.
We are happy to award Chris with a $500 VIA Rail Travel Certiﬁcate.
Well done, Chris and happy travels!

Danette Murray
- Summerside, PEI

Thank You

Those Winter Rays
Are Strong
Protect Your Skin
This Season
Top

SUN SAFETY
TIPS

Did you know that snow reﬂects up to 80% of UV rays – higher than water or sand? With up to 90% of all
skin cancers caused by overexposure to UV radiation, winter sports enthusiasts are at an increased risk. It is
just as important to practice sun safety in winter as it is in summer (and all year round) if you plan to be
outdoors.
1. Always use a broad spectrum sunscreen with an SPF of 30 or higher and apply at least 20 minutes before going
outside.
2. Apply sunscreen liberally and evenly to all exposed skin – at least a teaspoon to the face.
3. Take extra care to cover often-missed spots – lips, ears, around the eyes, chin and neck.
4. No matter what the instructions on your sunscreen say, you should always reapply at least every two hours, or
immediately after heavy sweating.
5. Always wear a lip balm with an SPF 15 or higher – lips are very sensitive.
6. Remember to keep your head covered – not just to keep you warm, but to protect your scalp from UV damage.
7. Sunglasses or goggles that oﬀer 99 per cent or greater UV protection and have wraparound or large frames will
oﬀer more protection for your eyes, eyelids and the sensitive skin around your eyes. This is very important as
these areas are common sites for skin cancers – not to mention sun-induced aging!

HOT OFF THE PRESSES

Melanoma
What you need to know

The updated and revised version of Melanoma: What you need to
know.
With all the new treatments in the last few years, it was time to
update what many melanoma patients consider the deﬁnitive
book to understanding melanoma and its treatment options.
The book is available in PDF format online and can be ordered
from MNC directly at www.melanomanetwork.ca/mncpub

482 South Service Rd E. Unit #110 Oakville, Ontario L6J 2X6
info@melanomanetwork.ca | 1.877. 560.8035
melanomanetwork.ca

Melanoma

What you need to know

Got Questions?
Call 1-877-560-8035

2nd Edition

